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From: Marilyn Marks <marilyn@aspenoffice.com>

Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 1:50 PM

To: Public UVS Panel

Cc: Scott Gessler; Suzanne Staiert; Al Davidson (Temporary)

Subject: Citizen Center Comments on DRAFT RFP for UVS project 

Attachments: CitizenCenter Comments UVS Draft RFP.pdf

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the RFP draft for the UVS project. 
Please find our comments attached. 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 
 
 
Marilyn Marks 
Marilyn@TheCitizenCenter.org 
www.TheCitizenCenter.org 
970 404 2225 (please do not publish on  public website) 
Follow us on Twitter@CitizenCenter1   
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July 13, 2013 

To: Secretary Gessler, Deputy Secretary Staiert, UVS Advisory Committee, Public 
Participation Committee 

From: Marilyn Marks, Citizen Center 

Re: UVS RFP Draft –Public Comment 

 

Summary of comments 

RFP is significantly premature. UVS cannot be implemented as designed, and fails to 
define the problem intended to be addressed-- 

--UVS goals reflected in RFP process are in conflict with Colorado statutes regarding 
system certification requirements.  

--Uniform voting system goal in conflict with legislative intent for multiple competitive 
systems as currently embedded in statute. Secretary may lack authority to mandate a 
uniform system. 

--Voting systems are on cusp of strategic architecture/design shift. New, attractive 
concepts are not yet commercially available and do not yet address or meet state or 
national certification standards.  

--Traditional voting systems products (even new products) use outdated, complex 
technology. 

--Colorado DOS Election Division does not have budget or technical staff capacity to 
design, develop evaluate, and manage certification of a “voting system” using multiple 
vendor “plug and play” components.  

--HB 1303 demands immediate major changes in SCORE access, ballot handling, and 
document processing. Data from November 2013 election, and interim special elections 
is essential to inform the process in specifying new system requirements.   

--Reshape UVS project to study voting trends and needs in Colorado in light of HB 1303 
and develop long term strategy addressing coming technology changes and financing 
requirements. 

--Counties requiring immediate system replacement or upgrade can purchase certified 
equipment under the present Title 1 and SOS Rules, and be grandfathered in when new 
legislation is drafted. (Likely not until 2015.) Encourage, rather than discourage, 
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competitive leasing or purchase of available new products that meet Colorado’s 
certification requirements.  

My comments are conceptual and address the goals and timing of the UVS project 
rather than detailed in the RFP Draft.   

Process limits credible, innovative vendor responses  

I believe that the Draft Requirements do not fairly and sufficiently take into account 
Colorado’s regulatory and statutory constraints in selecting voting systems. As a result, 
it is likely that only one or two vendors (traditional voting system vendors) can credibly  
respond with proposals for new systems that are legally permissible in Colorado.    

If a goal of the UVS project is to encourage new voting system entrants and innovative 
products, the process as designed will defeat that purpose and discourage credible new 
vendors.  New vendors who understand the statutory and regulatory requirements will 
be unable to credibly propose equipment to meet those certification requirements based 
on VVSG2002 standards. This will discourage vendor responses that would otherwise 
introduce innovative products.  Reliable vendors will not expend considerable resources 
or disclose competitively sensitive information in order to respond when they 
understand that they cannot be awarded any intermediate term contracts. 

Conflict of Statute and RFP for UVS Technical Requirements 

It appears that the RFP contemplates proposals from voting system component vendors 
without reference to the statutory (and regulatory) constraints as well as current EAC  
guidelines.  CRS 1-5-601.5 requires all systems to meet at a minimum, VVSG2002 
standards, with EAC updated VVSG standards optionally applied at the discretion of the 
Secretary.  Only the traditional system vendors have systems meeting that standard.  

Certification of a system (required in Colorado) requires a “system vendor” to submit a 
system for testing by a federally accredited lab. (CRS 1-5-608.5 )  Only traditional 
vendors are currently positioned to submit such systems for testing.  The testing is 
expensive and time-consuming.  The DoS is not in a position to become a “vendor” to 
develop a voting system using “plug and play” componentry that might be proposed in 
response to the RFP. 

In short, it appears that any new product offerings other than the new Dominion or 
ES&S systems (certified by EAC) are not feasible from a timing or technology 
standpoint.  

UVS goals conflict with legislative intent for competitive systems 

Secretary Gessler’s letter inviting comment states— 
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Colorado Secretary of State Scott Gessler intends to select a Uniform Voting System so all voters 
in all Colorado counties have the same voting experience on the same voting equipment and the 
processes for issuing, casting and counting votes will  be uniform throughout the state. 

 
While there are arguable benefits of cost efficiency and less complexity in selecting a 
single system for the state, there are potentially countervailing arguments for authorized 
competitive systems being in use. It appears that the legislative intent in Colorado has 
been to encourage competition in certified systems. In fact CRS 1-5-608.5 (3) (a) 
requires that the Secretary shall approve certification, purchase and installation of 
systems meeting the certification criteria. There is no authority for the Secretary to limit 
the number of voting systems, if they meet the statutory certification standards.  

There appears to be a conflict between the current goal of a uniform system, and the 
legislative intent for competitive voting systems. It would seem unwise to invest the 
resources in this project without a reconciliation between current legislative 
requirements and long term strategic recommendations from the DoS.  

Election Division lacks resources or authority to manage system development 
and testing 

The UVS project seems to request either a new product from an existing traditional 
voting system manufacturer or a “plug and play” system of components from non-
traditional suppliers. While “plug and play” may be attractive longer term, there is no 
identified “vendor” to design and test component interface and design the system 
architecture.  The DoS Elections Division does not have the technical or budget 
resources or authority to become that “vendor” or “system developer.”   

As a result, the plan appears unrealistic, and cannot be executed unless a traditional 
vendor’s new product is selected. And even if such a new product is selected, all 
vendors’ qualifying new products must be approved for purchase by statute. 

HB1303 implementation requires reassessment of voting system needs 

1303 will require massive changes in voter interface, centralized ballot processing, 
ballot transport and handling, and signature and eligibility verification. With no 
experience in operating under 1303 requirements, simultaneously choosing a new 
voting system seems like a lost opportunity for essential and fundamental input. 
Equipment issues such as use of precinct scanners versus centralized scanners are as 
yet undetermined and untested under 1303. Quantitative data should be scientifically 
collected during the remainder of the year for special elections, local elections and the 
November state-wide election.  Such data should be thoroughly analyzed, perhaps over 
multiple elections before selecting new systems. 
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Alternative Recommendation 

Consider using the dedicated UVS resources to develop  a plan to collect voting 
systems needs data and perform experiments during 2013 elections to inform systems 
strategy going forward.  Develop RFP for qualified vendor to collect scientific real time 
data from various size counties using various current equipment configurations, and 
design and supervise objective experiments. For example, test the concept of regional 
central count operations for mail ballots for groups of rural counties. Additionally, the 
data collection should include interface issues with SCORE given the changes 
mandated by 1303.  

System vulnerability assessments should also be designed to analyze enhanced 
security needs due to 1303 processes, and sophisticated methods of electronically 
attacking voting systems.  

Additionally through RFP or otherwise, invite new component vendors to use 2013 
elections to undertake demonstrations or pilot projects to field test new offerings.  

Summary 

While improved, more secure, more user-friendly voting systems are highly desirable, 
the UVS project focus and timing is in conflict with technological, statutory, management 
and financial constraints. Overcoming even one of these significant obstacles does not 
solve the others. Any one of those obstacles are “show stoppers” for the foreseeable 
future.  Therefore, a focused reallocation of resources seems to be required to best 
address the voting system strategy needed to meet Colorado’s future voting system 
needs. Please revisit the goals, present statutory, technical and budgetary constraints 
before releasing an RFP.  

Thank you for this opportunity to comment and for your consideration. 

My contact information is as follows— 

Marilyn@TheCitizenCenter.org  

Marilyn R. Marks 

1520 Homestake Drive, Aspen, CO 81611 


